he is not abreast of the many new schools of thought which have developed in theology in the last century. This two-volume dogmatics seeks to bridge that gap. It was originally planned in 1983 and has twenty-three primary contributors, several of whom are now deceased. One might think that this would produce a patchwork approach to theology, lacking continuity. But that is significantly not the case. Most likely, this is due to the fact that all the authors are seeking neither novelty nor conformity to trends in the American Academy of Religion, but instead have a common loyalty to the LCMS theological heritage. The loci surveyed include prolegomena, God, creation, anthropology, the person and work of Christ, the Holy Spirit, Holy Scripture, Baptism, the Lord's Supper, the church, the ministry, Christian life, eschatology, and election.
This dogmatics offers a "building-block approach" to theology. It presents the scriptural foundation (a survey of the relevant biblical texts for each topic [xxix] ), the Book of Concord's discussion of the topic, a "systematic formulation" which seeks to bring "together the biblical and confessional data in an organized" and normative way, historical and contemporary developments which evaluate how various thinkers have dealt with the topic throughout the church's history, and the implications of each loci for life and ministry indicating how the topic bears on the proclamation of the gospel at the beginning of the twenty-first century. More than proof-texting, a building block approach teaches students that good theology takes the biblical, historical, and confessional witness and processes them, weighing and sifting various voices and trends responsive to them, and evaluating them in order to offer an "intelligent and winsome articulation" of the gospel (2).
The title, and thus the mission of the book, has deep roots in the LCMS heritage. The LCMS was the only group of immigrants from Lutheran lands to this country who came for purely religious reasons. The core group of German immigrants forming the LCMS came to this country in protest of the imposed union between Lutherans and Reformed Protestants in Prussia. As soon as they reached their settlement in Perry County, Missouri, Martin
Stephan, their "bishop," was discredited and dismissed. This led to confusion: without a bishop, did the colony constitute a church? Led by C. F. W. Walther in opposition to dissenting voices, these immigrants confessed at Altenburg, Missouri (April 1841) that their movement still constituted a church in spite of the downfall of their "bishop." In their judgment, their precedent had been that Luther had confessed his faith at Worms, and, additionally, the Augsburg Confession expressed the earliest confession of evangelical faith before Charles V and other nobles and churchmen. My hunch is that as North America becomes less churched and more secular, Christians will need to hone their skills in confessing the faith well.
Those who know the LCMS heritage will not find this book to be chock full of novelty. It offers a meat-and-potatoes approach to theology. It does a laudatory job in addressing contemporary trends in theology. The segments in each locus dealing with scripture and historical theology are consistently excellent. Not beholden to historical criticism, the exegetical sections are free to present how the rich symbolism of the Old Testament is re-shaped in the New. The Bible becomes its own ocean in which one can swim. When the Bible is accorded authority for the church's teaching, it becomes a powerful tool to help sharpen the articulation of faith. Stances are forthright, but there is no bitterness or self-righteousness in the defense of the faith. In other words, there is no diluting of LCMS theology but there is a more humble, cordial approach than what has sometimes been the case in LCMS thinking.
To gain a glimpse of the content: Lutheran theology is described as "radical" in the sense that it honors God's word as condemning in the law, as merciful to save in the gospel, and that it is capable of transforming human existence (I, 9). With respect to the doctrine of the Trinity, the "economic" approach, which highlights how God manifests himself in salvation history, must be balanced with the "immanent" approach, which highlights the divine unity shared between the three persons in the inner-trinitarian life (I, 72). More could be said about how this approach to the Trinity differs from the more recent appropriations of trinitarian theology by Robert Jenson, Wolfhart Pannenberg, Eberhard Jüngel, and Jürgen Moltmann.
The locus on creation spends little time defending the conviction of the LCMS "Brief Statement" that the six days of creation were each twenty-four hours in length. It does a yeoman's job in showing how the Genesis account, different from neighboring ancient peoples, is not mythological, and articulates a strong environmental ethic (I, 215) . This theme is repeated in anthropology where human dominion over the earth is not that of tyranny but instead stewardship (I, 281). With respect to the bound will, we are not to think that human beings live under a kind of compulsion or that they are puppets (I, 304). Instead, "with respect to the will of others, human beings may have what they will, especially in respect to their own thoughts, but with respect to the will of God, what human beings will is what God wills . . . the human will is bound" (I, 306).
Naturally, in contrast to a Reformed approach, the ubiquity of Christ, even in his human nature, is maintained. Teasing out the logic of the Formula of Concord, ". . . Christ meets Christians in his humanity not only during his days on earth but also today. . . . If this were not true, then only Christ's naked deity would be among human beings like a consuming fire on dried-up stubble" (I, 376). Even stronger: "the 'I' of him who speaks with his disciples in a little spot in Palestine is the 'I' of him by whom the world was created and in whom it subsists" (I, 381). In contrast to widespread disparaging of vicarious substitutionary atonement, this work maintains that Christ rendered satisfaction to God . . . [because] it was . . . the holiness and righteousness of God which demanded satisfaction" (I, 474). Luther is quoted in numerous places to show his support for vicarious satisfaction.
The doctrine of justification is dealt with directly in the locus on the Holy Spirit. The book does not critique the Joint Declaration on the Doctrine of Justification but some comment would have been helpful. Interestingly, a "Spirit Christology" which advocates God's empowerment of Jesus' ministry through the Spirit is supported. This same Holy Spirit empowers the church to do ministry (I, 609).
Given the upheaval in the LCMS over the inspiration and inerrancy of scripture, this work gives full attention to this locus, and without surprise, scriptural inspiration and inerrancy is affirmed. What is surprising is a nice summary of various forms of criticism which have developed in the last half century: canonical criticism, structuralism, narrative criticism, reader-response criticism, and deconstruction (II, 734ff .) The locus dealing with baptism, the Lord's Supper, and ministry are doctrinally solid and winsomely presented. Retrieving the theology of the mystical union, the church is said to have such union with God (II, 936). Naturally, the LCMS does not favor the "reconciled diversity" approach to fellowship advocated by the Lutheran World Federation (II, 954) . In contrast to any supposition of antinomianism, the locus on the Christian life urges Christians to strive towards greater Christ-like behavior, oppose their flesh (II, 1048), conform to God's will (II, 1055), and delight in God's ways (II, 1056) . With respect to eschatology, the book maintains the old LCMS position that the office of the papacy is the antichrist (II, 1154). The locus on election is particularly brilliant, because, along with the Formula of Concord, the paradox or mystery (that God is the sole agent in salvation but humans are wholly accountable for their behavior) is maintained.
Overall, this work is a remarkable achievement. For those seeking an orthodox approach to Lutheran theology which takes current trends into account this is the go-to text. In this massive publication, Tübingen theologian Eilert Herms offers what he refers to as "einer späten Synthese" (I, xxiv): a summation of Christian theology drawn from his four-decade career as
